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KENNY NAM 
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR

SEUNGWON HONG  
FOUNDER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR

WE ARE SPECIALIZED IN PROVIDING EXTRAORDINARY ART PRODUCTION

Seungwon is responsible for the visual style in 
overall art production.  As Korea’s leading illustrator 
and artist, he plays a vital role in producing artworks 
by using his distinctive painting techniques.

Kenny overseas all business operations and project 
developments. He has done numerous events and 
projects with luxury brands and is specialized in 
men’s lifestyle and luxury brand marketing.



H&N ART AGENCY offers creative marketing materials and art production 
to help promote your branding and marketing communications.

Creative and unique curated art contents for your 
Brand Identify, Special Advertising Campaign, Marketing Communications,  

Graphic Design, Social Media Event, Print, Promotion Material.

H&N ART AGENCY

DELIVERING CREATIVE SOLUTION

WHAT WE PROVIDE



SEUNGWON HONG

“FAST BECOMING ONE OF THE COUNTRY’S LEADING ARTISTS”

Seungwon’s inspiration is men’s fashion, impressionism paintings, and people with style. His 
works in digital painting using tablet and photoshop. His artworks have been published in 
various magazines and has exhibited several times at art shows and exhibitions globally.



CLIENTS



FASHION

Seungwon has visually interpreted and narrated the 17FW collection from his perspective through a series of exclusive artworks 



AUTOMOTIVE

Seungwon has provided a series of artworks for Mini’s advertising campaign in 2016.   
The painting are now being exhibited at numbers of Mini Showrooms in Korea. 



HOTEL

Seungwon has created a set of artworks for Marriott International for their marketing material and customer event



RETAIL

Seungwon has painted the ambiance of the Korean retail giant’s newly opened multi-level lifestyle shopping mall.  
These artworks are currently being exhibited in an art gallery in the mall. 



MAGAZINE

Seungwon has done the following cover illustration for Japanese renowned fashion magazine Men’s EX.



PERSONAL REQUEST



ART CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Contact us. Extraordinary things happen.

For business inquires please contact us at 
seungwonhong@hnartagency.com 

kennynam@hnartagency.com


